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President’s
Message
By Lynda J. Straker
Greetings, MBU Family,
These are strange times. So many things are different yet so many
things are the same.
The social distancing imperative prevents us from playing our
beloved game seated at tables. The Director doesn’t call “the
change.” Slow tables don’t receive “warnings.” There are no late
plays, no refreshments and no greetings from the host club or
announcements from the floor.
Yet, we can still play as much (and more) bridge as we used to
play. We can play for free on BBO or we can pay entry fees to
compete in a variety of tournaments. We can choose our partners.
We get our scores almost immediately and the BBO historical
record enables us to analyze our play whenever we like.
What we miss the most is being together. This pandemic has
highlighted not only how much we love bridge but how important
our social interactions are. Playing bridge with fellow MBU and
ABA members is comforting--even if we don’t always achieve
celebratory scores. But we need to remember to reach out to
members we don’t see on BBO with a caring note or call. Keeping
our relationships intact is what will bring us all together at the end
of this long road we are traveling.
I encourage all to play bridge on BBO and register for the ABA
games and others if you wish. The MBU is sponsoring the
Wednesday 11 am benefit game for the Bridge Home and we need
everyone to participate in that game.
This message sends my heartfelt wishes for everyone’s good health,
both physical and mental. Play bridge, communicate by phone,
Zoom, or email with others. Read. Pray. Vote!!!
Peace,

Eastern Section
American Bridge Association

October 2020

Agent of Change
By Dolores Watson
Welcome to the “roaring twenties” (2020) -- a moment in time of
doing things differently caused by a dangerous virus. During this
period, bridge players have pushed back and play online whenever we
desire.
ABA’s presence on BBO has expanded. Along with daily games,
there are ABA day-long tournaments awarding IMP and MP. No
waiting; play immediately with three robots. A newly introduced
under 1,200 pair game occurs Monday through Friday at 2:30 pm
(robots are not allowed). New games are being added so you must
pay attention to announcements. As we pull together, we support
our organization and each other.
Kibitzer is a Yiddish word familiar to bridge players whereby you
may look at the card game but must not offer advice (no meddling).
Vugraph is another way to watch. It greatly increases awareness and
interest in top level bridge players among average players. Originating
in 1991, it is the basis of the current computer-generated display.
Visit BBO for schedules of Vugraph.
Another “watch” method created by ABA is the Online Ethics
Review Committee (OERC) which is authorized to address
complaints and illegal communication during ABA online games. The
goal is to protect the integrity of bridge games and to ensure each
player is exposed to a fair game environment.

CHECK IT OUT!
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Brooklynites
Message to All

Astro DBC
By Doris White
Greetings, all bridge players. We miss seeing you at the bridge
table; however, everyone seems to be enjoying BBO.

By Jane Atlas and Lois Francis
The good news is that Zoom classroom lessons by our President
have resulted in three new members: Brooklyn residents Connie
Freeman and Cheri Lightfoot; northern California resident,
Monique Fountaine.

Astro is proud of its relatively new member, Dianne EdgertonNorman. Dianne is a retired administrator from the Great Neck,
New York school district. Since joining Astro, she has become
the parliamentarian, not only for the Metropolitan Bridge Unit,
but also for the Eastern Section.

The bad news is that our Hospitality Chair, Mildred Adams, lost
her sister June Robinson recently. Heartfelt condolences to
Mildred. Ponder the meaning of luxury in these COVID times.

We would like to share Dianne’s credentials
with you. She is a certified parliamentarian
and preparing for seven different exams
administered by the National Association of
Parliamentarians (NAP) to become a
registered parliamentarian. She is a member
of NAP, American Institute of
Parliamentarians and Parliamentarians of
Greater New York, where she recently served as secretary. She
is also a member of Long Island, New York, Chapter of American
Institute of Parliamentarians where she is currently the vice
president. Dianne recently attended the 5-day NAP Virtual
Conference. Her latest appointment is parliamentarian for the
Board of Directors of the One Hundred Black Women of Nassau
County.

WHAT IS LUXURY?
They made us believe that luxury was the rare, the
expensive, the exclusive, everything that seemed
unattainable. Now we realize that luxury is those little
things that we did not know how to value when we had
them and now that they are gone, we miss them so much.
Luxury is being healthy. Luxury is not stepping into a
hospital. Luxury is being able to walk along the seashore.
Luxury is going out on the street and breathing without a
mask. Luxury is meeting with your whole family, and with
your friends. Luxury is the looks and smiles. Luxury is
hugs and kisses. Luxury is enjoying every sunrise. Luxury
is the privilege of loving and being alive. All this is luxury,
and we did not know.

Stay well, and we hope to see you face-to-face soon.

Stay blessed. Stay grateful.

Bayview DBC

Co-op City DBC

By Valerie Brooks

By Lorelei Blackman
Greetings, bridge players. Our members send warm thoughts your
way as we struggle through this pandemic. Since we haven't been
in your presence in a while, we hope you are feeling the same or
better. We're happy to report that Georgianna Rodriguez is home
from the hospital and gaining strength.
During this trying period, many of you are continuing to play
bridge using Bridge Base Online or other online systems. Keep up
the good spirits as we all do our best to persevere.

It with great sadness that we share the passing of Sylvia Butler, one
of our dear members. Sylvia will be sorely missed by all at and
away from the bridge table.

We wish our MBU family Happy Thanksgiving, Merry Christmas
and continued peace and safety in the upcoming new year.

We celebrated the 90th birthday of two
members: Dolores Davis and Jannie Smith.

See you in 2021!

Again, the club will continue to send positive
thoughts your way. Remember, if you don't
have to go out, DON'T. Please stay safe during
Jannie Smith this trying time.
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Cosmopolitan DBC

Triangle DBC

By Steven Bond

By Bernice Williams

As the first few days of cooler fall weather have arrived, we want
to congratulate those members who triumphed over the summer
heat waves by earning points playing on BBO. We also want to
take this opportunity to acknowledge the passing of our oldest
member, William Russell, in July.

Greetings fellow bridge players. Hope all is as well as can be during
this PANDEMIC and trying to maintain some normalcy. Central
Harlem Senior Center, which is home to Triangle and Leisure clubs,
is doing Zumba classes via Zoom on Thursdays, I believe at 1 pm.
For specific information check their website www.chscc.org.

Looking forward, we congratulate those celebrating birthdays in
October (Steven A. Bond) and December (John Demos).
Hopefully, by next year we will have news of getting back together
in person. Continue to take care and be safe.

Kudos to Lois Francis who gave bridge classes via Zoom with
certificates awarded to participants who completed the course.
Triangle has these birthdays approaching: President Gwen Leverett
September 4, Barbara Jennings September 7 and Cynthia
Washington on September 25. We have no one in October but in
November we have Ermile Stewart on the 11th, Betsy Solas on the
12th, and rounding out the end of the month on the 30th Allen
Morton. On a sad note, condolences to Barbara Jennings whose
sister passed August 28, 2020.

Jet Setter DBC
By Beverly Sessions-Kelly

To those of you playing online on Bridgebase.com, keep up the good
work and possibly we will and shall overcome. Hoping by the next
issue we will have found a way to be at a real bridge game with
camaraderie, dining and winning. Until next time, stay strong.

Marjorie Davis, a beloved nonagenarian and long-time
member of our club, celebrated her 95th birthday on
July 16, 2020.
Happy birthday, Marjorie.

Twilight DBC

DBC of Mount Vernon

By Jesse Palmer

By Rita Thompson

Wow! The year 2020 is fast approaching its end, and shortly we will
be celebrating Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and the
beginning of a new year.

This dreadful pandemic has changed our lives in unexpected ways.
Everyone is doing their best to cope and many at our club now
participate in the daily games on BBO. On Wednesday at 11 am
we play to support the Community Bridge Home. In addition to
joining in the games, our club donated $500 to the Bridge Home
to help keep them afloat.

I was unaware there would be a Consumer issue in July. Therefore,
we are extending late birthday greetings to Pearl Bostic (July),
Mercedes Mann and Gloria Johnson (September).

Scholarship Chair Dr. Gloria Hobbs recommended, and the
Executive Board approved, scholarship awards of $100 to four
students from the Mount Vernon school system.

The following members will celebrate their birthdays in October:
Doris Douglas; November: Jesse Palmer, Carole Smith, and Cynthia
Stroy; December: Sharon Lucas, Kenneth Thomas and Paul Watford.

On a sad note, we recently learned Anderson Jones, who served as
DBCMV financial secretary for several years, has passed away.
Our heartfelt condolences to the Jones family.

We extend our condolences to Paul Watford who lost his brother
and to the family of Deloris Crosse and members of MBU that lost
friends or family members due to COVID‑19.
Long-time member and nonagenarian Enrique Boxill
has relocated to Hyattsville, Maryland. Best wishes
to Enrique at his new residence.

Springfield DBC
By Eliza Brann

Hope to see all as soon as the COVID-19 virus is
over and we can say “WE SURVIVED,” at the Bridge
Home games and at our own club games.

We at Springfield hope our bridge family is staying healthy and
doing well engaging in our favorite pastime.
Our birthday celebrants are Sandra Surita, October 17, and
Dolores Watson, October 25. We wish them a blessed day and
many more.
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Westbury DBC

MBU MPs on BBO**

By Patricia Binyard
The Westbury Duplicate Bridge Club sends out love to all our MBU
family. With the change of weather, we expressly want to
emphasize the need for all of us to take special care of ourselves as
we enter the flu season.

Asterisk

Diamond

Paula Joseph*

Carole Smith
Delius Wilson
William Wood*

Master
Marilyn Legall
Mary Shepperd*
Victoria Williams

One of our new members, Joan Murray, a retired
nurse, was featured in a New York Times article as
coming down with the COVID-19 virus and her
insistence on fighting the illness at home. Joan has
fully recovered. Click here to read the article.

Life Master
Lemuel Copeland*
Sharon Fox
Philippe Gerdes
Raye Liverpool
Beverly Sessions-Kelly
Rita Thompson
Dolores Watson

Thomas Holloway is recuperating at The Arbors
Assisted Living Facility, 43 Jericho Turnpike, Jericho, NY 11753;
Telephone 516 698-1362. Tom continues to get stronger and is in
great spirits as he gets adjusted to the daily events at The Arbor. He
really appreciates everyone that has reached out to him and
provided prayers and well wishes. Please continue to keep Wilma
Alexander, Ted Conliffe and Mayer Wiesen in your prayers.

Senior Life Master

.

The Officers and Board of Directors would like to take this
opportunity to say “thank you” to the many that have sent
donations to help keep the Community Bridge Home afloat.
What a blessing you have been during the COVID-19 crisis.

Jean DeVeaux
Minnie Goka
Charles Guest*
Nathalie McFarlane
Marion Mercer
Ernestine Myles
Ronald Prester
Ruth Shuler
Gladys Smith

Gold Diamond

Marie Barnes
Diana Green
Patricia Jackson*
Therese Hamilton
Lois Wright

Edna Boothe
Gloria Hobbs
Alfred Knight
Janice McBean*
Lynda Straker*
Annetta Wallace

Ruby

Platinum Diamond

Christine Blount
John Demos
Phyllis Jones
Gwendolyn Leverett
Mary Luter
Mercedes Mann
James McKeown
Viola Porter
Richard Rogers
Barbara Wingate*

. By Ruth M. Shuler

Silver Diamond

Cheryll C. Jones
Parvez Mehta*
Allen Morton

Black Diamond
M. Errol Grant*

Grand Life Master
Julius Fields*

Diamond

As we head toward the end of another month in which the
pandemic is impacting our everyday life, we genuinely
appreciate your continued support. As we adapt to these
unprecedented circumstances, none of us would have
predicted that our new decade would start out like it has.
These extraordinary times have called for extraordinary
measures at the Community Bridge Home.

Christian Baxter*
Pearl S. Bostic
Valerie Brooks
Marcia Demos
Lois Francis
Minnie Hagans
Katherine Marshall
Beanetta Murphy
Charlotte Roberson
Betty Sherrill

Additionally, thank you to all who are participating in the
weekly ABA/BBO game benefiting the Community Bridge
Home. As a reminder, this game is held every Wednesday at
11 am.

_____________
*Denotes most points earned in level
**Masterpoints earned online through May 31, 2020
Source: ABA July 2020 Bulletin

Thank you and stay safe.
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If you are playing in a practice game or one that allows undos and
you have not selected confirm bids/plays, you may be able to undo a
bid or a play.

The Director’s Corner
By Annetta Wallace

To undo, click on the Menu. If undos are allowed, that will be one of
the options. Click on undo; the next player must agree to give you
the undo.

. BRIDGE BASE ONLINE TIPS
1.

Try to bid and play in tempo, as you would in a face-to-face
game.

2.

You must "self-alert" any conventional bids before you make
the bid. Click the "Alert" button and type a brief explanation in
the space next to it. Only the opponents – not your partner –
will see your alert and explanation.

3.

At any time during the auction, if you are unsure about the
meaning of an opponent's bid, click the bid and your opponent
must explain -- even if it hasn't been alerted. You may call the
director if the opponent fails to respond to your request.

4.

You must also be sure to respond to an opponent's request for
information about your bids, even if you think the meaning is
obvious. Respond by clicking Explain and typing your
explanation in the box that appears. DO NOT type your
answer in the message area at the bottom of the screen. If you
forget to alert your own bid at your turn to bid, you can click
on your own bid later to let the opponents know they might
have missed something.

5.

In a face-to-face game, an inadvertent call (like pulling the
wrong card from the bidding box) may be canceled if partner
has not yet bid. When playing in an ABA tournament on BBO,
mis-clicks cannot be corrected. Once a bid is made or a card is
played, it stays. The best way to avoid mis-clicks is to go to
Accounts and then Settings and turn on Confirm Bids and
Confirm Cards. This will help you make sure you made the
right selection. If you do make a mis-click, you may tell your
opponents (not partner) that you have done so, but this is not
required. This may, in fact, cause more problems than it solves.

6.

Keep an eye on the clock, which will count down to zero.
When the clock reaches zero, you are immediately moved to
the next round. If you don’t have time to finish the board, the
director will make a decision as to the outcome/score for that
board.

7.

If you need to call the director during a hand, click the Menu –
the square with the three horizontal lines – and then click "Call
the Tournament Director." Always type table number and
a brief reason for the call, such as "excessively slow play by
east" or "failure to alert."

8.

If you finish early, do not assume you have time to take a break.
If all tables finish before the clock runs out, the next round will
start.

The editors
wish all joyful
holidays and
happy new
year for 2021.
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Counting in Bridge
By Willie Fuchs
Counting in Bridge is one of the key factors of card reading which
separates the average player from the expert player. Players who fail
to count (on every hand) make more mistakes than players who do.
One must learn counting as both declarer and defender. Counting is
essential to succeed in bridge, especially at the top level.
There are three basic elements in counting cards. They are
counting high card points, counting tricks, and counting distribution.
On defense, so many contracts are permitted to succeed because
one or both defenders fail to exercise their counting skills. Both
players must rely on each other to provide direct and inferential
information, to defeat a contract or hold declarer to the limit of the
contract.

For those interested in improving their counting skills/card play
techniques, I highly recommend the two following books:
1 – How to Read Your Opponents’ Cards by Mike Lawrence
2 – Countdown to Winning Bridge by Tim Bourke and Marc Smith

Let’s take a look at a hand to illustrate how counting should be
applied to defeat a contract by the defense.

Also, read the excellent article entitled “Developing Counting
Skills” by Karen Walker on her website www.kwbridge.com.

The bidding is as follows:
West

North

East

South

Pass

1♦

Pass

1♠

Pass

3♠

Pass

4♠

SUBSTITUTING ON BBO

Both Vulnerable-Dealer West

Substitutes are used to fill half tables and temporarily replace
players who become disconnected for one reason or another.
Substitutes play free and can still win masterpoints. You may sign
up to be a substitute in any tournament or in a specific
tournament.

We will view the defense from the East side of the table.
West leads ♦4; an apparent singleton.

To sign up to be a substitute in an ABA tournament, as soon as
the tournament starts:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Go to the Tournament page. Click the Running tab
Find and click on the ABA game
Click on the blue substitutes button at the bottom left-hand
side of the screen
Check the I am willing to substitute in this tournament box.

It is also a good idea to private chat the director to let him/her
know that you signed up and are available.
For many players, the first impulse is to win with the ♦A and give
West a ruff. However, East should be counting the number of tricks
needed to defeat the contract, if possible. East realizes that it takes
four tricks to defeat 4♠. East can count three tricks (assuming that
West’s lead is a singleton). They are two Aces and a diamond ruff.
Where will the fourth trick come from for the defense? East can see
that once trumps are drawn, South can use the diamonds to discard
any heart losers (East must reason that if South holds the ♥A and
♥K, the contract cannot be defeated). Therefore, instead of giving
West a ruff immediately, East should return the ♥9 (top of nothing),
to develop the fourth trick for the defense, and play West for the
♥K.
To substitute in any tournament, click the blue substitutes box on
the main tournament page.

Here are all four hands:
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Meet the
Directors on BBO
ABA02

Hank Irwin Jr.
Austin Texas

ABA03

Jay Levine
Detroit, Michigan

ABA04

Clara Beryhill
Silver Spring, Maryland

ABA05

Gladys Johnson
Chicago, Illinois

ABA06

Shirley Williams
Atlanta, Georgia

ABA08

Annetta Wallace
Queens, New York

ABA09

Yolanda Wallace
Indianapolis, Indiana

ABA14

Regina Edwards
Laurel, Maryland

ABA15

Ida Simms
Los Angeles, California

ABA22

Sylvia Christian
Lakeland, Florida

Early Voting in New York
October 24 to November 1
Find Your Polling Place

Get Well Wishes
Bayview

Rudy Cummings
Phyllis Jones

Co-op City

Georgianna Rodriguez

Westbury

Wilma Alexander
Ted Cauliffe
Thomas Holloway
Anthony Toran
Mayer Wiesen

Governor Andrew Cuomo signed an Executive
Order making Juneteenth a holiday for New
York State employees in 2020. Beginning

Jet Setter

2021, Juneteenth will be an official holiday in

Staci Stukes

New York City.
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OCTOBER

BAYVIEW

Delores Brooks

BROOKLYNITES

Condolences

Jane Harris
Victoria Williams

Jane Atlas
Jacquelyn Cole
Inez Lambert

SPRINGFIELD

CO-OP CITY

TWILIGHT

Ernestine Myles

COSMO

Brooklynites

JET SETTER

Steven Bond

Mildred Adams, on the loss of her sister

Sandra Surita
Dolores Watson
Doris Douglas

WESTBURY

Cynthia Bohanan
Edna Boothe
Doris Duperly

NOVEMBER

Co-op City

ASTRO

Family of Sylvia Butler

Dianne Edgerton-Norman

Cosmopolitan

BROOKLYNITES

Patricia Jackson, on the loss of her cousin
Paula Joseph, on the loss of her mother
Family of William Russell

CO-OP CITY

Dorene Christmas

Patricia Cobb
Queenie May
Georgianna Rodriguez

Mount Vernon

JET SETTER
Yvonne Ebea

Elmond Harley, on the loss of his brother
Family of Anderson Jones

MOUNT VERNON
Ersaline Callender
Rita Thompson

TRIANGLE

Allen Morton
Betsy Solas
Ermile Stewart

TWILIGHT
Jesse Palmer
Carole Smith
Cynthia Stroy

DECEMBER

BAYVIEW

Springfield

Marilyn Legall
Joan Sanders

Family of June Robinson

BROOKLYNITES

Westbury

Betty Mitchell
Margaret Persaud
Leon Roland

M. Errol Grant, on the loss of his brother
Family of Jimmy Pelham

CO-OP CITY
Susie Polite
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COSMO

John Demos

MOUNT VERNON
Gloria Hobbs
Elinor Williams
William Wood

TWILIGHT

Shawn Lucas
Kenneth Thomas
Paul Watford
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Play bridge online at
www.bridgebase.com
Earn points at an ABA Tournament

PLAY TO SUPPORT THE FOUNDATION

Daily at 11 am, 2:15 pm, 5:30 pm,
8 pm and 11 pm
Mon-Fri 2:30 pm UNDER 1200 (no robots)

www.bridgebase.com

EVERY SATURDAY AT 11 AM EDT

Sat-Sun 2:30 pm EQUAL JUSTICE

EARN BIG POINTS

FIRST MONDAY OF EVERY MONTH

5:30 PM EDT

Submissions for the
January 2021 issue
are due December 15

Thank you to our reporters.
EDITORS
Rita Thompson 917.887.5200
Dolores Watson 516.485.7868
Annetta Wallace 718.723.3983
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